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LEAF Marque Standard-Setting System Report 

 

 

 

The LEAF (Linking Environment And Farming) Marque is an assurance system 
recognising sustainably* farmed products. It is based on LEAF’s Integrated Farm 

Management (IFM) principles. All LEAF Marque certified farms are independently 
inspected. 

 
Integrated Farm Management 

Integrated Farm Management (IFM) is a whole farm business approach that delivers 
sustainable* farming. IFM uses the best of modern technology and traditional methods 

to deliver prosperous farming that enriches the environment and engages local 
communities. 

 
*“LEAF’s sustainable farming - is an approach that works to deliver a site-specific 

farming system that supports the integration of and needs of the environment, farm 
economic viability and society over the long term”. 

 

Contact for comments: 

enquiries@leafuk.org  

For more information: 

http://www.leafuk.org/leaf/farmers/LEAFmarquecertification/MonitoringandEvaluation.eb  

 

 

 

  

mailto:enquiries@leafuk.org
http://www.leafuk.org/leaf/farmers/LEAFmarquecertification/MonitoringandEvaluation.eb
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LEAF’s Vision and Mission statements: 
 
“… a world that is farming, eating and living sustainably” 
 
”to inspire and enable sustainable farming that is prosperous, enriches the environment and 
engages local communities”. 
 

Standard 
Scope 
 
Currently, LEAF only has The LEAF Marque Standard which has been established since 2003 and is 
now in its 13th year. It is an industry recognised global standard that is currently available in 4 
languages: Spanish, French, Italian and English. The English Standard is the definitive version. 
 
The LEAF Marque is a standard system that delivers more sustainable food and farming through the 
adoption of LEAF’s Integrated Farm Management and gives the consumer the power to buy 
sustainable food by choosing the LEAF Marque label. The principles within the Standard come from 
Integrated Farm Management (IFM). Integrated Farm Management (IFM) is a whole farm business 
approach that delivers more sustainable farming. IFM uses the best of modern technology and 
traditional methods to deliver prosperous farming that enriches the environment and engages local 
communities. The LEAF Marque Standard is being practised, through Integrated Farm Management 
(IFM) in 35 different countries. With IFM attention to detail is key: Wise and efficient use of 
resources, smarter approaches to business planning and new technologies all contribute to 
increasing productivity whilst still protecting our valuable resources. The LEAF Marque Standard is a 
list of questions about how a producer farms and how they manage their farming. For each question 
there is a control point that you are required to meet in order to qualify for LEAF Marque 
certification. The questions must be applied to the whole farm.   
 
Sustainability outcomes  

Farming has always been innovative and enterprising, responding to consumer demands and 
Government priorities but the challenges now are very different.  Food security, climate change, a 
growing, aging and urbanised population all put pressures on our natural resources and create 
disconnections between food, farming and nature. 

IFM contributes to solving these global challenges.  It is a widely accepted and practical way forward 
for the farmers to deliver sustainable agriculture.  It is a balanced approach built around existing 
knowledge and sound husbandry principles and is constantly being improved in accordance with 
current research and new technology.  This encourages farmers to review their current practices and 
make changes. 
 
Why is it needed? 
 
LEAF’s sustainable farming - is an approach that works to deliver a site-specific farming system that 
supports the integration of and needs of the environment, farm economic viability and society over 
the long term. IFM is all about continuous improvement The LEAF Marque Standard drives change, it 
stimulates innovation, it motivates. The Standard covers the following 9 areas of sustainability: 
Organisation and Planning; Soil Management and Fertility; Crop Health and Protection; Pollution 
Control and By-Product Management; Animal Husbandry; Energy Efficiency; Water Management; 
Landscape and Nature Conservation and Community Engagement. 
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IFM is a whole farm approach that combines the best of traditional methods with beneficial modern 
technologies, to achieve high productivity with a low environmental impact. 
 
Performance level  

The LEAF Marque Standard is a higher level Standard requiring compliance to other 'baseline' or 

foundation / enterprise-specific standard systems. We consult with various stakeholders regarding these 

standards and discuss where we can avoid duplication with the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and 

working group. As LEAF Marque is additional and complementary to other farm assurance systems 

(including GLOBALG.A.P. integrated standards, GLOBALG.A.P. Option 2 and GLOBALG.A.P benchmarked 

schemes), there will inevitably be some duplication. 

Adaptations  
The current version of the Standard contains guidance within its structure for each control point. To 
support the Standard and to aid local adaptation or interpretation of the standard, additional guidance is 
available in the LEAF Sustainable Farming Review. It aims to help farmers and producers to implement 
Integrated Farm management (IFM) and be compliant to LEAF Marque standards. Management plans 
guidance is also available to members. 

 

Standard-Setting and Revision Process 
 
As mentioned above, The LEAF Marque Standard which has been established since 2003 by a 
Technical Advisory Committee of industry experts and other stakeholders 
 
Stakeholder categorisation and geography  
Since 1991, LEAF has had a common concern for the future of farming. Its aim was to do something 
positive for farming and develop a system of farming that was realistic and achievable. 
25 years later it is now globally recognised for its contribution to and achievements in sustainability. 
Collaboration has always been at LEAF’s core understanding that more can be accomplished through 
effective networking and knowledge transfer and exchange.  
 
In line with ISEAL requirements, the LEAF Marque staff have adopted the ISEAL principles to engage 
as wide a stakeholder representation as possible. During the consultation process in 2012, a positive 
response from a range of different stakeholders provided LEAF with a further group to liaise with in 
future consultations. The group comprises 41 people representing 16 countries and 4 continents. 
They form an important LEAF Marque Working Group. Through mapping and by providing 
meaningful opportunities to contribute, a balance of sectors including those indirectly affected, 
geographic representation, gender, ecosystem representation, the scale of the facilities, and 
different types of organisations of interested representatives will be promoted by LEAF, its 
stakeholders and producers. 
Summary of the revision process 
A basic outline of LEAF Marque standard setting procedure can be accessed from the following web link: 

http://www.leafuk.org/leaf/farmers/LEAFmarquecertification/Governance.eb  

The above outline follows the recommendations from the ISEAL Code of Good Practice for Setting 
Social and Environmental Standards.  New LEAF Marque control points are developed based on 
request, either from internal consultation from either the LEAF Marque Technical Advisory 
Committee (TAC) or working group; or externally from producers or other interested stakeholders. 
The emphasis will be on full transparency in the decision-making process, regardless of which group 
of stakeholders is making the decision.  
 

http://www.leafuk.org/leaf/farmers/LEAFmarquecertification/Governance.eb
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The comments received are incorporated when applicable and LEAF Marque will prepare individual 
feedback to the parties who submitted comments as well as a summary of how each comment has been 
addressed during the further processing of the draft LEAF Marque l Standard. This summary will be 
available on the website.  
 
When comments need to be discussed at the LEAF Marque TAC to decide whether it must be included or 
not, consensus must be reached. Consensus being defined here as the lack of sustained opposition. The 
decision of the TAC / working group to recommend the final draft for formal approval shall be taken on 
the basis of a consensus. In order to reach a consensus the TAC / working group will utilise the ISEAL 
Alliance alternative processes (from code of conduct for standard-setting process, 5.6 and 5.7) to 
establish whether there is opposition. 
 

Governance  
The LEAF Marque Governance Structure is made up of the: LEAF Board of Trustees, LEAF Marque 
Board and LEAF Marque Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and expert/working groups. 
Through mapping and by providing meaningful opportunities to contribute, a balance of sectors 
including those indirectly affected, geographic representation, gender, ecosystem representation, 
the scale of the facilities, and different types of organisations of interested representatives will be 
promoted by LEAF, its stakeholders and producers. 
 
LEAF Marque Technical Advisory Committee- Terms of Reference 
http://www.leafuk.org/resources/000/760/813/Terms_of_Reference_LEAF_Marque_Technical_Advi
sory_Committee_v.3-_January_2016.pdf This document lists the members of the LEAF Marque 
Technical Advisory Committee and working group:  
http://www.leafuk.org/resources/001/238/736/LEAF_Marque_Standard_System_TAC_members_version_2.pdf 
http://www.leafuk.org/resources/000/760/822/LEAF_Marque_Global_Standard_System_TAC_and_WG_members.pdf  

 
Decision-making process  
When comments need to be discussed at the LEAF Marque TAC to decide whether it must be included or 
not, consensus must be reached. Consensus being defined here as the lack of sustained opposition. The 
decision of the TAC / working group to recommend the final draft for formal approval shall be taken on 
the basis of a consensus. In order to reach a consensus the TAC / working group will utilise the ISEAL 
Alliance alternative processes (from code of conduct for standard-setting process, 5.6 and 5.7) to 
establish whether there is opposition. 
 

Review and Revision process  
LEAF strives to give those who make a complaint about the work and activity of LEAF the charity / LEAF 
Marque a helpful response at the appropriate time. We respect everyone’s right to make a complaint and 
co-operate with any formal inquiry resulting from this.  We try to ensure our complaint procedure is 
effective and it is followed at all times.   We will ensure that all complaints against LEAF the charity / LEAF 
Marque are conducted courteously and professionally and recorded to ensure that the nature of the 
complaint is dealt with in an appropriate and timely way. All complaints will be recorded, where 
appropriate, and dealt with in an impartial manner.  
LEAF provides multiple references on its website for complaints / comments: e.g. 

http://www.leafuk.org/leafuk/consult/questionnaire.aspx?id=ZG4CEAHOOT.92X5B2W1QRBKT  
 
The TAC terms of reference also shows the conflict resolution process where consensus cannot be 
met. There is also a complaints mechanism for certification decisions within the LEAF Marque 
system.  
 
Governance structure of organisation:  
http://www.leafuk.org/leaf/farmers/LEAFmarquecertification/Governance.eb  

http://www.leafuk.org/resources/000/760/813/Terms_of_Reference_LEAF_Marque_Technical_Advisory_Committee_v.3-_January_2016.pdf
http://www.leafuk.org/resources/000/760/813/Terms_of_Reference_LEAF_Marque_Technical_Advisory_Committee_v.3-_January_2016.pdf
http://www.leafuk.org/resources/000/760/822/LEAF_Marque_Global_Standard_System_TAC_and_WG_members.pdf
http://www.leafuk.org/leafuk/consult/questionnaire.aspx?id=ZG4CEAHOOT.92X5B2W1QRBKT
http://www.leafuk.org/leaf/farmers/LEAFmarquecertification/Governance.eb
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Recruiting TAC members is an ongoing activity. Potential new members may be approached by the 
LEAF technical team, TAC members or, may decide to join the LEAF Marque TAC on their own 
initiative. Applicants are requested to submit a set of documents described in the LEAF Marque TAC 
Terms of Reference; each application is evaluated by the LEAF technical team before submission to 
the LEAF Marque Board for final decision. Reaching out to potential new members can be time 
consuming; therefore some sectors are targeted as a priority, based on investigation of LEAF 
membership and alerts generated from enquiries. Outreach will be targeted at the public sector / 
Governments, the private sector and civil society.  
 
There are a number of ways to reach out to stakeholders from the different sectors, some of them 
requiring considerable efforts. LEAF will continue to use ways that optimise the flow of feedback in 
an economic and practical way that is not wasteful on resources of both time and money. 
LEAF will therefore encourage the use of electronic communication and teleconferences (where 
practical). In order to address the lack of access to electronic communications by some stakeholders, 
face to face meetings will be whenever practical, such as during national / international shows or 
LEAF Marque training events. 
The LEAF technical team have met many important stakeholders and relationships were cultivated 
during this period. Face to face meetings are also useful to gather experts around a given topic to be 
discussed. The main inconveniences of in-person meeting are the cost in money and greenhouse gas 
emissions. In absence of funding for travel sponsorship, important stakeholders from non-profit 
organizations might be unable to participate. 
 
Interested parties can comment on the Standard by going to the web link below: 

http://www.leafuk.org/leaf/farmers/LEAFmarquecertification/Governance/Consultation.eb  

Stakeholders can also find additional information that outlines how they can comment on the 
standard setting process and how these comments are considered at the web link below. A general 
summary of the comments is reported on after each consultation period can also be found here. 
There is also an enquiry / feedback form on this page for any issues they need to raise regarding the 
technical development of the LEAF Marque Standard. 
http://www.leafuk.org/leaf/farmers/LEAFmarquecertification/Governance.eb  

http://www.leafuk.org/leaf/farmers/LEAFmarquecertification/Governance/Consultation.eb
http://www.leafuk.org/leaf/farmers/LEAFmarquecertification/Governance.eb

